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About CaptureRx

About the 340B program

Founded in 2000, San Antonio-based CaptureRx

The 340B program is a federal drug discount

is a healthcare technology company and leading

program that requires pharmaceutical companies

340B solution provider that puts people first,

to provide drug discounts to safety net hospitals

touching millions of patient lives through customer

and other covered entities that provide care to

obsession and innovative products and services

underserved populations. Hospitals use the savings

that support relationships among payers, providers,

from the 340B program to help stretch their budgets

pharmacies and patients.

and provide more care. Solutions from CaptureRx

More than 17 years ago, the company started out
by providing pharmacy benefits management and
operational services, primarily for mental health and
intellectual and developmental disability clinics.

help qualifying hospitals and health centers realize
drug cost savings through the 340B program —
while helping ensure they meet the program’s
compliance requirements.

After attending the first 340B Health event in the late
Edward Gilmartin quickly realized there was an

The proprietary Cumulus®
platform from CaptureRx

opportunity to support health centers and clinics by

Using a process that’s seamless to the covered entity,

helping them navigate the complex requirements of

pharmacy and patient, the Cumulus platform

340B, allowing providers to maintain their focus on

powers CaptureRx solutions for hospitals, health

serving patients. The 340B business grew rapidly,

centers and pharmacies.

1990s, company co-founders Chris Hotchkiss and J.

and CaptureRx refocused all resources on becoming
the leading 340B administrator for hospitals, health
centers, clinics and pharmacies.
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Mission
With a servant’s heart,
we deliver technology
that enables the individual
and customer to define,
then achieve, the best
version of themselves.
CaptureRx values
● Be tenacious and compassionate.
● Clear and honest conversations.
● Do the right thing because it’s right.
● Enable others to become the best version of themselves.
● Financial discipline that enables compassion and dignity.

Capture340B solutions for hospitals and health
centers: expands the reach of the entity’s 340B
program through a network of contracted retail
pharmacies convenient to where patients live
and work
Capture340B for pharmacies: helps retail pharmacy
chains gain efficiences in managing 340B across
multiple 340B vendors, pharmacy locations and
covered entities, while providing
a compliance double-check
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